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Abstract

The management of the neck often presents the most challenging aspect of the facelift procedure. The aesthetic neck has a well-defined jaw line, a pleasing and adequate cervicomental angle, and visible definitions of the deeper lateral and midline structures, such as the sternocleidomastoid muscles and trachea. Several unfavorable anatomic characteristics will present that will compound the challenge. These characteristics are contrasted with ideal features and include the following: an excess of adipose tissue, an excess of either thin or thick inelastic skin, marked relaxation of the suspension structures of the neck with resultant platysma banding and jowling, and unfavorable skeletal features such as microgenia and hyoid malposition. These patients present for rhytidectomy with inadequate chin projection, an obtuse cervicomental angle, sagging skin, and a heavy neck. To maximize rhytidectomy results in these patients with difficult neck anatomy, special attention to the anatomy and application of recognized techniques in an individualized manner is recommended. This article reviews the issues encountered in the management of the difficult neck in facelifting, with special attention given to patients with a heavy neck.
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The American Academy of Facial Plastic Surgery reports that the number of facelifts and blepharoplasty procedures continues to rise in the United States in its 2012 survey of members.1 While most of the increase in cosmetic procedures is attributed to nonsurgical methods, rhytidectomy continues to be among the most popular procedures. Approximately 46 rhytidectomy procedures on average were reported to have been performed by members in 2012. The last several decades have seen the social acceptance of cosmetic and rejuvenative procedures growing, and a larger cross-section of the population undergoing surgery.

Not only those that are endowed with natural beauty and ideal facial characteristics and anatomy undergoing rhytidectomy, but a wide spectrum of patients with different anatomic attributes and ethnicities are also seeking surgery. Increased knowledge and technique development have identified the patients with favorable or ideal characteristics for undergoing rhytidectomy.2 Alternatively, patient characteristics that might be identified as less than ideal for rhytidectomy have also emerged.3 While these patients present a challenge for the surgeon in achieving a favorable result, they increasingly present for consultation and surgery. The purpose of this article is to investigate this concept of the difficult neck in rhytidectomy, to relate cues for identifying these patients, and to give recommendations for the management of these diverse patients’ characteristics.

Evolution of Rhytidectomy

The earliest descriptions of rhytidectomy were based on elliptical skin excisions. Although these early aesthetic surgery techniques were frequently shrouded in secrecy, Julien Bourguet described his innovative approach to cervical rhytidectomy in 1919 in an address to the Academy of Medicine in Paris. He advocated for extensive undermining into the neck through incisions that extended behind the ear and into the hairline. He followed these contributions by describing the treatment of submental platysma banding by excision of offending platysma edges in 1936.4 Little additional advancement in neck-lifting surgery was described until 1974 when
Skoog described a subplatysmal flap that elevated the platysma muscle of the neck and lower part of the face without detaching the skin. Mitz and Peyronie identified the superficial musculoaponeurotic system (SMAS) in 1976 as the anatomical basis behind Skoog's technique. The SMAS concept rapidly emerged as, and continues to be, central to facelifting technique.

During the same time period, adjunctive techniques to address the heavy neck and augment neck lifting were coming into vogue. In 1968, Millard et al described submental and submandibular lipectomy via short submental incisions to address the fatty neck in combination with face and neck lifting. Further advancement by Connell in 1968 described neck contouring using lipectomy combined with a muscle sling made from full-width platysma muscle flaps to provide deep support. Techniques to address the heavy neck expanded to include suction lipectomy of the neck, introduced by Courtiss in 1985. Management of the aging neck through the variable design of incisions, the application of open lipectomy, ultrasonic- and laser-assisted lipectomy, and suction-assisted lipectomy have also been investigated.

Additional methods to improve the appearance of the platysma were reported. The corset platysmaplasty was described in 1990 and joined a multitude of popular techniques including partial platysma muscle section, Z-plasty techniques, and lateral or medial plication of the platysma. In 1997, Connell and Shamoun described the significance of digastric muscle contouring in neck lifting. In 2006, submandibular gland suspension to improve the appearance of the neck was described by Sullivan et al. This variety of methods for managing the anterior platysma bands, as well as the SMAS, have also been reported and are widely adopted. The deep plane technique has been advocated to address the heavy neck.

As these techniques to address neck contouring and lifting evolved, several systems emerged for assessment and classification of neck appearance in the 1980s. Ellenbogen and Karlin described visual criteria for restoring the youthful neck, whereas the Dedo system graded suboptimal neck appearance based on presence of skin laxity, submental fat accumulation, platysma banding, retrognathia, and hyoid malposition.

The current literature on rhytidectomy is replete with techniques spanning the spectrum of traditional long-scar and short-scar surgeries. Among the recent innovations have been the development of several short-scar techniques.

**Fig. 1** (A–F) Clinical photographs of patient who exhibits anatomic characteristics favorable for short incision rhytidectomy, that is, favorable chin projection, favorable hyoid position, defined jaw line, limited skin excess, limited jowling, limited adipose; (A–C) preoperative photos; (D–F) postoperative photos. (G–I) Clinical photographs of more challenging patient who exhibits anatomic characteristics favorable for more traditional long incision rhytidectomy, that is, unfavorable chin projection, unfavorable hyoid position, less defined jaw line, moderate skin excess, significant jowling, significant adipose; (G–I) preoperative photos; (J–L) postoperative photos.
These short scar techniques appear to have developed to accommodate patients’ anatomic characteristics, their desire for less-invasive techniques, and economics. There is, at least, reasonable validity for the application of these techniques in properly selected patients. In general, the short-scar techniques appear to be best applied to those patients who require a lesser degree of skin management and have favorable skeletal features. In contrast, the patient with difficult neck anatomy is frequently best managed with a more traditional approach (Fig. 1).

**Desirable Result in Facelifting**

The aesthetic neck has a well-defined jaw line, a pleasing and adequate cervicomental angle, and visible definitions of the deeper lateral and midline structures, such as the sternocleidomastoid muscles and trachea. There must be enough subcutaneous adipose to create smooth contours as one transitions from one structure to the other; there cannot be too little adipose that the neck looks skeletonized, nor excess that prevents the appreciation of deeper structures. There should be an absence of platysma bands, as well as skin laxity wrinkles and folds (Fig. 2).

The achievement of a desirable surgical result is related to the patient’s underlying attributes and the ability of the surgeon to correct or restore the patient’s anatomy to that which imparts the characteristics of the ideal neck. Patients that bring the best attributes to the surgical table can generally be expected to get the best results. The ideal patient has anatomic attributes that have many or all of the components of ideal esthetic neck anatomy. Those patients with more anatomic deficiencies are most likely to have more difficulty achieving an ideal result.

**Pertinent Anatomy of the Challenging Neck**

Excess adipose tissue in the neck leads to the appearance of the “heavy” neck and presents a challenge in neck-lifting surgery. Distribution of fat in the cervical area can be divided into three regions and can be either congenital or acquired. Adipose tissue can be diffusely distributed in the supraplatysmal layer throughout the cervical region. A submental fat collection between the anterior bellies of the digastric may be located subplatysmal and overlying the mylohyoid muscle. Lastly, adipose tissue may become displaced as result of the laxity of the platysma and attenuation of the mandibular ligament, creating a ptotic jowl with loss of definition of the inferior mandibular border. In addition to adipose tissue, prominent anterior border of the digastrics and ptotic submandibular glands may also detract from ideal cervical contours and contribute to the appearance of the heavy neck. Skin laxity with accumulation of subcutaneous fat can produce “turkey gobbler” deformity, making the neck appear heavy (Fig. 3).

The two bellies of the platysma muscle, which lie deep in the subcutaneous tissue, originate from the fascia of the
pectoralis major and ascend vertically into the neck to insert at the inferior mandibular border. The platysma communicates with the SMAS of the face and is invested on both sides by the superficial cervical fascia. With aging, the platysma becomes atrophic and the platysmal sling is no longer able to support the underlying cervical contents, leading to submental soft tissue convexity. Loss of tone also results in platysma banding, well known to be associated with signs of aging.

The interdigitation pattern of the platysma contributes to the definition of the submental neck contour at the level of the hyoid and needs to be considered in surgical planning for patients seeking neck-lifting surgery. It is important to note that there are three anatomic variations pertaining to decussation of the platysma; in 10% of the population there is close approximation between the two bellies of the platysma with no decussation; in 75% of the population there is partial decussation in the midline; and in the remaining 15%, total decussation from mandible to hyoid is present between the two bellies of the platysma. When the muscles decussate in the midline, an effective supportive sling exists in the submental area. When the decussation is absent, the free medial edges fall away from the submental area, and the patient is prone to form the anterior neck deformity known as “vertical bands.” Addressing the platysma is key in obtaining a well-defined neck and jaw line.

The chin projection and hyoid position determine the cervicomental angle, which should ideally range from 90 to 105 degrees. The hyoid bone in the adult is ideally positioned at or above the level of the fourth cervical vertebra. Both anterior–posterior and superior–inferior positional variations of the hyoid are of analytical and prognostic value in cervical rejuvenation. A low and anteriorly positioned hyoid will produce an obtuse cervicomental angle by pulling the suprathyoid musculature in a more vertical course. Unfortunately, such anatomy will impose significant limitations on what can be achieved by typical cervicofacial rejuvenation methods.

Patients with weak or small chins can create a challenge in neck-lifting surgery. Underprojection of the chin, as in retrognathia with Angle’s class II malocclusion, can contribute to a truncated jaw line. Microgenia, which describes an underprojected mentum independent of occlusal considerations, can similarly affect the jaw line. The ideal projection of the chin has been described by several different methods of assessment. In men, the pogonion is ideally tangent to a line drawn vertically from the lower vermilion border of the lip, and in women the pogionion ideally falls slightly posterior to this line. In a similar analysis described by Gonzalez-Ulloa, a vertical line perpendicular to the Frankfurt horizontal plane intersects the nasion, and the chin should be at or just posterior to this line. Although microgenia is most commonly congenital, mandibular hypoplasia secondary to...
absorption of alveolar bone with aging, results in formation of the “prejowl sulcus.”

A high-positioned hyoid complex and well-defined facial bony characteristics comprise an anatomically ideal patient for neck lifting. In addition, good skin tone, lack of major platysma laxity or banding, and absent submental fat can contribute to optimal sculpting and definition of the jaw line. Unfortunately, certain anatomic variations can create challenges in cervical rejuvenation, making the ideal jaw line difficult to establish. Specific constraints such as the heavy neck, low and anterior hyoid position, lack of chin projection, and deficient platysma tone are addressed here in the scope of cervical rejuvenation.

Lastly, the skin represents the most conspicuous marker of the aging neck. With aging, the collagen and elastin of cervical rejuvenation. Response to surgical maneuvers. Redundancy and sagging of the neck skin leads to effacement of the cervicomental angle and cervical rhytids, which can contribute to the appearance of the heavy neck. Loss of organization of collagen fibers also reduces the skin’s ability to conform, tighten, and contract in response to surgical maneuvers.

The Difficult Neck

Between the extremes of the “perfect” result in rhytidectomy, seen in the patient with ideal characteristics, and the unacceptable result in the patient who was a poor candidate and addressed with poor technique, lies a group of patients who present considerable challenges but can be considered candidates for an acceptable result. The difficult neck is one that the surgeon strives to get a good result in spite of having less than ideal anatomic characteristics. These patients will achieve these “acceptable” results through the best analysis of their deficiencies and the application of the best methods to correct these deficiencies. “Acceptable” results also require good preoperative communication with the patient about the limitations inherent in their anatomy and technique.

Common issues that present challenges include the following: large amounts of inelastic skin, the heavy neck, platysma bands, microgenia, hyoid malposition, protic submandibular glands, and digastric hypertrophy. Rhytidectomy in the male patient also presents challenges due to the characteristic heavier skin of the bearded. The focus in this paper will be mainly on patients with a heavy neck secondary to an excess of adipose tissue. Other issues to be discussed briefly will be management of inadequate chin projection, platysma bands, as well as an excess of skin. In general, these patients can still be considered reasonable candidates for rhytidectomy. It must be noted that certain modifications to the technique need to be performed to achieve acceptable results, and again, these patients have to be counseled preoperatively as to expectations. These modifications in technique include the correction of underlying skeletal features, lipectomy, the creation of substantial SMAS flaps, and wide skin undermining to reposition and remove abundant skin. None of the techniques is novel but instead require an individualization of technique to each patient.

Challenges Encountered and Their Solutions

Skin

The amount of excess and elasticity of the skin should be ascertained as this determination will have a direct influence on incision design, particularly in the postauricular area. Lack of elasticity, especially of inelastic skin, will have to be managed similarly to that of patients with thinner necks. In general, patients with a large excess of skin that is inelastic will require a longer skin incision to achieve the appropriate vector of movement and removal of the skin. The age of the patient will also have an impact here; in general, the older patient will have less elastic skin, and again, will require a longer incision to manage skin excess and removal. As a general observation, the heavier the neck in the older patient with inelastic skin, the longer the incision will have to be. In the younger patient with elastic skin, a short-scar approach can be considered. To allow adequate skin redraping, wider undermining may also be necessary in the patient with a heavy neck (Fig. 4).

Adipose

The heavy neck is becoming an increasingly common challenge in rhytidectomy with increasing population weight norms, as well as with larger numbers of ethnic patients that impart different body shapes. Given the heavy neck secondary to an excess of subcutaneous adipose and subplatysmal adipose, patient weight loss does little to impact the shape of the neck without significant surgical intervention. The patient presents with an anatomic situation in which some of the more desirable features of the aesthetic neck will be less likely to be achieved. The treatment strategy should delineate an approach in setting expectations, as well as the surgical maneuvers to be performed.

The amount and distribution of adipose should be ascertained and whether or not the fat is subcutaneous and/or subplatysmal. Depending on the location, a decision can be made about reduction via direct lipectomy, as is performed in the submental area, or with liposuction, laser-assisted lipolysis, or other adjunct technique. Direct submental lipectomy may have to be performed in the patient with a severe obtuse cervicomental angle. The lipectomy should be performed cautiously to avoid skeletonizing the submental area and creating a “cobra” deformity. Ultrasonic- and laser-assisted lipolysis are advocated by some authors but are not universally accepted to be superior to conventional suction-assisted lipectomy in this anatomic area. The senior author (FGF), to date, has acceptable results from conventional suction-assisted lipectomy in this anatomic area.

Skeletal Deficiencies

The skeletal features are examined. This determination is among the most important variables to be considered in the
Fig. 4  Clinical photographs and drawings depicting skin incisions and areas of undermining for lower rhytidectomy. (A, B) Clinical photograph showing periauricular–posttragal incision plan. On the lateral, projection is depicted the extent of a 6 cm flap as might be performed anteriorly during a short scar rhytidectomy. Also is depicted the more extensive undermining and skin elevation anteriorly and into the neck necessary in patients with a more challenging neck. The position of her platysma bands is marked. (C–F) Drawing depicting the individualization of incisions design possible to allow adaptation to a patients anatomy. (G) Drawing depicting the more extensive soft tissue mobilization possible with traditional long incision techniques compared with short incision techniques.
establishment of an acceptable jaw line and cervicomental angle. The underlying skeletal features are the foundation upon which the overlying soft tissues can be redraped and repositioned. The underlying anatomy creates the form; the skin serves as the cover. Through relatively simple maneuvers (e.g., genioplasty and the use of other implants), the skeletal features can be significantly improved. In the situation of the heavy neck, this improvement of the skeletal features may be even more important to impart definition along the jaw line. Where possible, microgenia should be corrected. In addition, the contour of the jawline can be augmented with injectable fillers and implants (►Fig. 6).

Superficial Musculoaponeurotic System

The consideration and management of the SMAS or layer is among the most important aspects of rhytidectomy. For an in-depth review of this topic, the reader is referred to other references. In examining the topic, what becomes very clear is that there is a variety of methods advocated to “tighten,” “lift,” “advance,” and “reposition” this very important layer. The methods advocated range from those that superficially and in a limited fashion plicate and imbricate the SMAS, to those that involve a more extensive flap development with a multivector fixation, to those that advocate a deep plane dissection. While there is limited consensus about which techniques have a greater long-term advantage, there appears to be a general consensus that the vector of advancement should be posterior and superior to favorably affect the midface, the jowls, and the neck. There is also broad agreement that some form of SMAS management should be considered in most rhytidectomy cases. The senior author has utilized several of these methods across patients with varying characteristics. In general, for the more challenging neck, and particularly the heavier neck, a more extensive SMAS flap is developed to mobilize, advance, and support the heavier tissues. The exact technique used is individualized to the particular patient (►Fig. 7).

Platysma Bands

The presence of platysma bands, while less visible in these patients with heavier necks, will still have an important impact on the final result. In addition, and possibly most importantly, the cervicomental angle must be optimized if patients with heavy necks are to be offered the best possible results with rhytidectomy.

Platysmaplasty should be done when there is evidence of platysma bands, as this will be necessary to improve the cervicomental angle. Similar to other situations when the midline platysma are sutured together, even with the heavy neck, optimal skin redraping may require the development of a long flap for undermining from ear to ear. In some patients with particularly heavy tissues, a form of a sling or a suspension is advocated to maximize the cervicomental angle.9,44,60

Secondary Procedure

Adequate patient counseling requires informing the patient that they may require a secondary procedure or tuck-up approximately 1 year after their primary procedure to optimize their result (►Fig. 8).

Further Adjuncts and Techniques

Use of Fat and Fillers

As the focus of this paper is largely on the patient with a heavier neck, the use of fillers is limited if the consideration is the soft tissues of the neck. In contrast, fillers can be used to fill in deficiencies of the mandible and create improvement in the geniomandibular groove and angle. The use of injectable fillers or structural fat grafting to improve the appearance of volume loss in the aging face and
The use of injectable filler materials, such as hyaluronic acid, human-derived collagen, calcium hydroxyapatite, polymethyl methacrylate, and poly-L-lactic acid have long been regarded for their use in the correction of tissue atrophy related to facial aging. They have rapid, predictable results, demonstrate a relative ease of delivery, and have a favorable safety profile. One of the most common applications of facial fillers in the treatment of the aging neck is to improve the appearance of the prejowl sulcus and the jawline.  

Autologous fat transfer has similarly been described. Contouring the prejowl sulcus is considered one of the most important applications of autologous fat transfer. One technique described in the literature, which has had success, makes use of three sites for injection of the autologous fat: along the anterior surface of the mandible along the periosteum, along the inferior surface of the mandible and toward the digastric muscle, and lastly, obliquely between those sites in the superficial tissues. The possibility of fat resorption remains a major concern with the use of autologous fat transfer, and changes in the appearance of the fat are also possible if patients undergo any significant weight loss or gain after their procedure. A recent study, for example, found that only 31.8% of the original volume replaced was retained at 16 months posttreatment with 24% of patients electing to undergo additional fat transfer within the first year.

**Resurfacing, Lasers, and Chemical Peels**

The quality and texture of the neck skin is an important component in the appearance of a youthful neck. Changes in skin texture, skin laxity, and the presence of rhytids all contribute to the appearance of the aging neck. Patients often present with dermal changes, such as irregular pigmentation, lentigines, keratosis, wrinkling, and striae distensae, which are amenable to treatment with resurfacing. There are descriptions of various resurfacing modalities in the literature that have been used successfully to improve these signs of aging in the neck, including dermabrasion, chemical peels, and laser resurfacing.

The use of lasers with different wavelengths allows one to target different chromophores, such as water, melanin, or hemoglobin to achieve the desired clinical result. The lasers most commonly used for resurfacing of the neck include the

---

**Fig. 5** Clinical photographs of fat removal. (A) Direct submental lipectomy. (B) Suction-assisted lipectomy carried through submental incision to debulk the submental area and undermine the skin flap more laterally. (C) Open suction lipectomy to facilitate and extend flap undermining.

**Fig. 6** Clinical photograph demonstrating the improvement of this patient’s skeletal features with chin augmentation thus facilitating the creation of a desirable mentocervical angle with rhytidectomy (A) Prior to chin augmentation and facelift. (B) Postoperative photograph after chin augmentation and facelift.
CO2 laser and the erbium: yttrium-aluminum-garnet laser. The targeted chromophore for these lasers is water located in the dermis. A study of 10 patients who underwent between one and three sessions of non ablative CO2 laser resurfacing of the neck found significant improvements in the appearance of skin texture, skin laxity, and rhytids, with an average of 1.4 sessions required with no reports of adverse reaction or complication.67 Laser resurfacing of the neck, however, should be performed with caution as complications may occur.68

Another method for resurfacing the neck to improve the signs of aging is the use of chemical peels. Although not as well described in the literature as the use of chemical peels for the facial skin, some authors have reported success addressing skin texture, irregular pigmentation, rhytids, lentigines, and actinic keratosis with chemical peeling of the neck.69 Again, caution is advocated so as to avoid complications.

The following patients presented with anatomic challenges managed with the techniques described.

**Patient 1**
This patient presented with the following characteristics: excessive thick inelastic skin, moderate adipose, significant jowling, and platysma bands (►Fig. 9).

**Patient 2**
This patient presented with the following characteristics: excessive thick inelastic skin, moderate adipose, significant jowling, and minor wide platysma bands (►Fig. 10).

**Patient 3**
This patient presented with the following characteristics: excessive thick inelastic skin, moderate adipose, significant jowling, minor wide platysma bands, skeletal deficiency with marked microgenia. This patient’s history was complicated by a past left neck dissection (►Fig. 11).

---

![Clinical photograph depicting elevation of superficial musculoaponeurotic system flap.](image1)

![Clinical photograph depicting elevation of superficial musculoaponeurotic system flap.](image2)

![Clinical photographs of patient with difficult neck anatomy who had undergone previous short scar lower facelift at another office (within 24 months) and improvement after in-office tuck-up procedure involving minimal skin excision and purse-string tightening of superficial musculoaponeurotic system.](image3)
Fig. 9  Clinical photographs with the following anatomic challenging characteristic who presented for facelift. Significant excessive thick inelastic skin, moderate adipose, significant jowling, and platysma bands. Operative approach included the following: traditional long incisions with postauricular extension, wide undermining across neck with release of mandibular ligament, liposuction, management of platysma with anterior suturing and lateral suspension, superficial musculoaponeurotic system was managed by creation of limited flap and imbrication. (A–C) Preoperative. (D–F) Postoperative.

Fig. 10  Clinical photographs with the following anatomic challenging characteristic who presented for facelift. Significant excessive thick inelastic skin, moderate adipose, significant jowling, and minor wide platysma bands. Operative approach included the following: traditional long incisions with postauricular extension, wide undermining across neck with release of mandibular ligament, liposuction, management of platysma with lateral suspension, superficial musculoaponeurotic system was managed by creation of extended flap and imbrication. (A–C) Preoperative. (D–F) Postoperative.
Summary

The difficult neck is one that the surgeon strives to get a good result in spite of the patient having less than ideal anatomic characteristics. Acceptable results can be realized through the best analysis of their deficiencies and the application of the best methods to correct these deficiencies. The methods employed are those that are based on established principles and application. In the case of the difficult neck, the application is individualized and appropriately modified to the patient’s anatomy.
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